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Continuous Time Processes with
Stable Increments

Benoit Mandlebrot, writing in this Journal in
1963, set off a burst of interest among financial
economists in the symmetricstable Paretiandistribution as a model for price changes. These
distributionshave the convenient and appealing
propertythat when two randomvariables drawn
from stable distributionshavingthe same characteristic exponenta are addedtogether, the resulting sum will have the same-shapeddistribution,
though with a different location and a wider
spread.The normaldistributionis a limitingcase,
with a equal to its maximumpermissiblevalue, 2.
Whena is less than 2, these distributionsexhibit
the fat tails or leptokurtosis that often characterizes price movements. This property makes
them attractive for financialeconomics, in spite
of the fact that their variance is infinite, along
with all absolute moments greater than the ath.1
Fama and Roll (1968, 1971) have gone to great
lengths to tabulate the intermediatestable symmetric distributionsand to establish simple procedures for estimatingtheir parameters,with an
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1. When a falls as low as 1 the Cauchy distribution results,
which does not even have a mean. Stable distributions exist
with 0 < a < 1, but the mean remains undefined. In financial
applications it is universally assumed that 1 < a S 2.
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It is well known that the
continuous time sample
paths of variables with
stable increments contain infinitely many discontinuities. This paper
derives the distribution
of the largest discontinuity in the intermediate stable case and of all
the discontinuities in the
"'worst" Cauchy case.
The discontinuities
prove not unmanageable and even economically attractive. The
greater "cohesion" of
stable processes actually makes arbitrage
easier than with a diffusion process. Furthermore, the infinite expected returns with
log-stable price changes
are theoretically compatible with finite asset
prices. We conclude
that the stable assumption should be given serious attention in financial model building.
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eye to financial applications. DuMouchel (1973, 1975) has developed
more sophisticated maximum-likelihoodtechniques for estimating
these parameters.Stuck (1976) has furtherinvestigated the properties
of the likelihood ratio.
However, the initial enthusiasmfor these intermediatestable symmetric distributionshas waned, in part because of their frightening
properties in a continuous time context. It is well known that if a
continuous time stochastic process has serially independent stable
increments,in orderfor its samplepath to be almost surely everywhere
continuousthe incrementsmust be normal,that is, a must equal 2. If a
is less than 2, any finite time intervalalmost surely contains an infinite
number of discontinuities. Such a process does not seem natural,
because, as Leibnitz (and Marshallafter him) argued, "Natura non
fact saltus." For this and other reasons to be discussed below,
economists interested in continuous time applications have shunned
intermediatestable processes in favor of "diffusion processes" that
have normal increments and therefore continuous sample paths.
It is our contentionin this paperthat this aversion to continuoustime
stochastic processes with stable incrementsis misplaced. The discontinuities that result are not unmanageablestatistically. In fact, the
sample paths of these processes, in spite of the discontinuities, are
actuallyin a sense more "cohesive" than those of diffusionprocesses.
Furthermore,the discontinuities are not unreasonable economically.
Nature may have continuous sample paths, but society, and the exchange economy in particular,is not part of "nature.''2 On the contrary, it is the interactionof millions of man-madeand woman-made
"unnatural" phenomena. There is therefore no reason why prices
should not take leaps.
The Cauchy Distribution

Let us start with the "worst" case, namely, that of the Cauchy distribution, for which a = 1. For median zero and "standard scale" c, a
random variable with this distribution has the cumulative distribution
function
F(x;c)=

+?

1

2

arctan

(1)

~

and probabilitydensity function
1

f(x;c)
7T({I

(2)
X)2

2. This is a point long insisted on by F. A. Hayek (1952, passim).
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For a Cauchy distribution, the standard scale is exactly the semiinterquartilerange. The probabilitythat the absolute value of such a
variable will be less than x is therefore

arctan($),

G(x;c)=

(3)

which has probabilitydensity function
2

g(x; c)

(4)

Now consider an intervalover which the incrementin a continuous
time Cauchy process has standard scale c, which is to say that the
medianabsolute incrementis c. The standardscale of the sum of two
Cauchyvariablesis the sum of theirstandardscales, so if we divide this
intervalinto n equal subintervals,the incrementacross each subinterval will have standard scale c/n. The probability that all of these

incrementswill be less thanx in absolute value is G(x; c/l)n. Therefore
<>(x;c), the probabilitythatthe largest discontinuity(in absolutevalue)
is less than x, is
lim
<(x; c) =
G(x;

cln)n

lim (2 arctan n(5
=
Setting v

= 1/n,

and using L'Ho'pital's rule, we have

log <>(x;c)= lim n log 2 arctannx)
log ( v2 arctanvx)
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v-->O
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=imdlog
vet>o
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-
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(12Tvarctan x

(2/7T){1/[1 + (x/vc)2]}(-x/cv2)
2/i arctan x/vc

The denominatorof this expression goes to unity, so
log< x c) lim
log(D(X;
c)=v->O
_

-2x

vTC[V2 + (x/c)2]

-2c
aX

whence
<)(x;

C) = ev(2c1lx).

(6)
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We see from equation(6) that the fractilesof the largestdiscontinuity
in an intervalare proportionalto the standardscale of the total Cauchy
increment. In fact, the median largest discontinuityis 0.918c, so that
the medianlargest discontinuityis actually smallerthan c, the median
absolute total Cauchy increment over the interval.3
We can also show that the fractiles of the kth largest discontinuity
fall towardzero as k becomes large. We againdivide the entire interval
into n subintervals and consider the distribution of the jth largest
increment. The probabilitythat somej-1 of the n increments will be
larger thang is [1-G((; c/n)]i-1. The probabilitythat all the others will
be smaller than g is G((; cln)n-j+1. The probabilitythat the largest of
these others is between g and ?+ dl is dGn-j+, - (n-i ?+ )Gn-igdt.
There are (jAt) ways in which we can select the j-I intervals in
which thej- I largest incrementsoccur. Thereforethe probabilitythat
the jth largest increment is less than x is (.!n,)1X(l-G)j-dGn-j+l
and .V'j'(x;c), the probabilitythat the jth largest discontinuity is less
than x, is
c)
@CIil(X

=

ni

(j-1)J
n ~

(7)

(I
(-GVj-1dGn-j~l.

Now consider the difference
-
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(8)
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Performingintegrationby parts on the first integral in (9) with u
(1 -G)V and dv = dGn-jswe have
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since (n-j+1)n(j-)1 = n(). Now, from (5) and (6),
lim
n--oo

Gn-j = lim

Gn =

e-(2clvx)

(11)

n-0oo

3. It can be shown that the limit as x approachesinfinityof the ratio (1-G)I(l -D) is
unity. Thus, an unusuallylarge total Cauchyincrementconsists of a comparablylarge
largest single discontinuity.
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Furthermore, for v = 1/n,
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Given the definition of A,+, in (8), we have
k-1

D(k)(X; c) = <>(X; C) + Ei+1
j= 1

(14)
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Thus, the distributionsof the second and third largest discontinuities
are
?(2)(X; C)

=

(I +
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and
?(D3)(X;C) =

1 +

?
+

1

(

)le-(2clvx),

(16)

which have medians 0.379c and 0.238c, respectively. The distributions

of G, qD, (2), and V(3) are shown in figure 1.
Equation (14) has the importantimplicationthat
li
kaz-oo((k) (X ;c

=
_ e2c1Tvx
,(17) e-(2c1Tvx)
= 1,

(7

for all x > 0. This equation demonstratesthat even though there are,
with probability1, an infinitenumberof discontinuitieson any interval,
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they vanish in size. Furthermore,since c is proportionalto the length
of the interval, the size of the discontinuitieswe expect to find is also
proportionalto the length of the interval, and thereforethey go to zero
as the length of the interval goes to zero. Thus the continuous time
Cauchyprocess is everywhere almost surely continuous, even though
it is not almost surely everywherecontinuous.To illustratethis distinction, suppose we throw a countable infinity of darts at a board. Although the darts will not (with probability 1) hit any particularpoint,
they will (with probability1) hit some point in any region with positive
area; in fact, an infinitenumberof points. Althoughany point chosen
randomlyin time is almost surely not a discontinuityin the process,
it is almost surely a limit point of discontinuity points, but whose
jumps almost surely get smaller and smaller, approachingzero, as the
point in question is approached.There are an infinitenumberof points
for which this is not true, but they form a set of measure zero.
Figure 2 shows a computer-generatedzero-medianCauchy random
walk with small time increments, approximatingcontinuoustime. The
unit time interval indicated was divided into 1,000 increments.
(Equations[5] and [7] for] = 2 and 3 were found to converge well by n
= 1,000.) For each time incrementa pseudorandomnumberwas generated and transformed in accordance with (1) to produce a Cauchy
randomvariable. The standardscale c for each drawingwas set equal
to 1/1,000so that the mediancumulativeCauchy incrementat the end
of the unit time interval is unity in terms of the units indicated on the
vertical axis. Only every tenth point was actually plotted in figure 2.
The three largest "discontinuities" in absolute value were -1.308,
0.516, and -0.147, at t = 0.941, 0.992, and 0.115, respectively. (Recall
the median values to be expected were 0.918, 0.379, and 0.238.) Their
size fell off quickly, with only seven of the 1,000 individualdrawings
greater than 0.100. The total cumulative Cauchy increment over the
entire unit interval was -1.020, not far in absolute value from the
median to be anticipatedof 1.000. Most of this incrementis due to a
few of the largestdiscontinuities.The three largest sum algebraicallyto
-0.940, and the seven largest to -1.1534.
The Intermediate Symmetric Stable Case
Figure 2 does not much resemble a price series, and indeed few propo-

nents of nonnormalstable distributionsbelieve that a is as low as 1 in
economic applications. Roll (1970, pp. 70-71) does find a few cases
where his best estimate of a is 1.00 in the context of interest rate
movements, but most of his estimates are in therange 1.2-1.5.
There is no simple formula like (1) for the cumulative distribution
function for an intermediatesymmetric stable randomvariable. However, Fama and Roll have calculated these distributionsby indirect
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FIG. 2.-A Cauchy process (a = 1) with small increments approximating
continuous time. After 1.0 time unit, the standard scale of the cumulative
incrementis indicated by one unit on the vertical scale.

means, and have tabulated the results for several values of a (1968, pp.
820-21).
Figure 3 shows a "continuous time" computer-generated symmetric
stable random walk with characteristic exponent 1.5. In order to make
figure 3 comparable in scale with figure 2, the standard scale of each of
1,000 increments was set equal to 1,000-11.5 . Because of the way the
standard scale accumulates, this makes the standard scale of the total
cumulated stable increment just equal to 1.000 in terms of the units
shown on the vertical axis. (For a = 1.5, the median absolute increment is only 0.969 times the standard scale rather than exactly 1.000 as
with the Cauchy, but this discrepancy is negligible for our present
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FIG. 3.-A stable process (a =1.5) with small increments approximating
continuous time. After 1.0 time unit, the standard scale of the cumulative
incrementis indicated by one unit on the vertical scale.

purposes.) Again, only every tenth point of the 1,000 underlying points
is actually plotted.
In this case the three largest "discontinuities" were -0.478, 0.354,
and -0.210. Since the same seed was used for the random number
generator, these occurred at the same points in time, namely, 0.941,
0.992, and 0.115. Fourteen of the 1,000 random increments were
greater than 0. 100, as contrasted with only seven'in the Cauchy case.4
The total increment is -0.457, whose absolute value is only the 28.9th
4. It was necessary to extrapolate somewhat from the Fama-Roll table to obtain our
value for the largest "discontinuity" in fig. 3. The figure is nevertheless adequate for
illustrative purposes.
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percentileof the distributionof absolute incrementswith unit standard
scale. In spite of using underlying "events" with exactly the same
probabilities,we end up with a differentfractile when we add up the
1,000 increments, because the stable 1.5 distributionproduces bigger
increments for the medium-likelihoodevents and relatively smaller
incrementsfor the highly unusual events.
Figure 3 looks far more like an economic time series than figure 2.
Even though it is "full" of discontinuities, most of them are quite
small, and even the large ones do not offend the eye. It does a lot of
wanderingthat is not due to the large discontinuities.The three largest
discontinuitieshere sum (algebraically)to -0.324, and the 14 largest to
-0.530. Yet the process driftsas high as 0.885 and as low as -0.913, a
total spread of 1.798.
Even though the cumulative distributionfunction Fa(x; c) for intermediatesymmetricstable distributionsis not known, we can derive the
distribution 'Fa(x;c) of the largest discontinuity that occurs in an
intervalover which standardscale c accumulates,using only what we
know about how the standardscale accumulates.It can be shown from
the (known) characteristicfunction for stable symmetricdistributions
thatwhen two such independentvariableshavingthe same characteristic exponent a are addedtogether, the standardscale of the sum, raised
to the a power, is the sum of the a powers of the standardscales of the
two variables added. By extension to continuous time, if co is the
standardscale that accumulates in 1.0 time units, the standardscale
after t time units will be
c(t) = cotu/a.

(18)

This rule is illustratedin figure4 for a = 1 (Cauchy), 2 (normal),and
1.5, where the standardscales are chosen so that in each case unit
standardscale accumulates after one time unit.
Considera process with standardscale c after one time unit. After n
time units, it will have standardscale nilac, so the probabilitythat the
largest discontinuityin n time units will be less than x is 'Fa(x;n/lac).
However, this probabilityis also the nth power of the probability'Fa(x;
c) that the largest discontinuityin each one-unit time incrementis less
than x. Furthermore,Fo(x; c) and therefore GO(x;c) and 'Fa(x;c) are
homogeneous of degree zero in x and c. Therefore ao(xn-l10; c) = (O,
(x; nl/ac) = 'IOa(x;c)y. Similarly, by dividing the n time units into m

equal intervals, we have
(Fa(kr-l/;

c) =

Fa(X; C)r,

(19)

for any positive rationalr = n/m. By continuity, (19) is also valid for
any positive real r, whether rationalor not. Setting A = r-/a, we have
log Fa(Xx; c) = X- log Fa(X;c), X > 0.

(20)
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FIG. 4.-The standardscale c of the increment that accumulates over an

intervalAt in length, given unit standardscale after 1.0 time unit, for Cauchy,
stable 1.5, and normal processes.
Equation (20) states that the logarithm of D,,is homogeneous of degree
-a in x, which implies, that it must have the functional form
log 'Fa(x; c) = log (D c-; 1) = -k,(x/c)-a

(21)

for some (necessarily positive) constant ka,dependent on a. Therefore
the probability that the largest discontinuity in an interval with standard scale c is less than x must have the functional form
Fa(x; c) =

e-ka(clx)a

5

(22)

5. The distribution in (22) is a log gompit. Gray (1970) uses it as a functional form to
describe military enlistment rates as a function of military pay relative to civilian pay.
The gompit distribution exp [-a *exp (-bx)] for positive a and b is named after a Mr.
Gompertz. Cf. also the Gumbel distribution.
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We know from (6) that ki = 2/v. Furthermore, since a normal
continuous time process is almost surely everywhere continuous, we
must have 'F2(x;c) = 1, x > 0, so that k2 = 0. Intermediatevalues of k.,
may be calculated using the formula
lim

Da(x; 1)

n-->oo

G,(x;

n-lVa)n

lim Ga~xnl/a; 1)~,
-

=nrim
oo
n-ook

(23)

(xnlla-; lyn,

where
-logF

k,=

= -lim
rim
_

(1; 1)
(24)

n log Ga(nl/a; 1),

in conjunctionwith the lead term of Bergstrom'sasymptoticexpansion
for the stable cumulativedistributionfunction (Fama and Roll 1968,p.
819; DuMouchel 1973, p. 471):
1
_a__
F,(x; 1) = I - -FI (a) sin (
7T2

+

(

-X
-a),X
+ O(x-2a)
X-ox.

(25)

The order operatorO(x-2a) indicates an unspecifiedfunctionf(x) such
that lim [f(x)/x-2a] is bounded.Equation(25)implies thatGa(nl/t; 1) =
x-o

1 -2

F (a) sin 7r2 n-1 + O(n-2), so that
nim

ka
=

2

2

(a) sin( a) - O(n-1)

(a) sin(7).

(26)

Table 1 tabulates selected values of ka, employing Dwight's tabulation (1941, pp. 208-9) of the gammafunction. Since F(1) = F(2) = 1,
and since the gamma function does not drop below 0.8856 on the
interval(1, 2) our constant behaves very much like the sine function.
Also indicated are the medianx0.5and the ninety-ninthpercentilexO.99
of 'Fa(x; 1), computed by inverting(22). We see from table 1 that the
medianlargest discontinuitydeclines monotonicallyas the characteristic exponent increases. Furthermore,the a exponent in (22) implies
that the distributionwill be more concentrated about its median the
higher a is. Thereforethe ninety-ninthpercentiles fall off even more
rapidlythan the medians.
Equation (22) has two ready implicationsthat help one understand
the nature of the discontinuities. Let co be the standardscale of the
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Selected Values of ka and Fractiles of D Lf

a

k,,

X.5

X.gg

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
1.95
1.99
1.999
2.0

.6366
.5982
.5559
.5091
.4570
.3989
.3344
.2626
.1832
.0958
.0489
.0100
.0010
0

.918
.875
.832
.789
.743
.692
.634
.565
.478
.353
.257
.119
.038
0

63.34
41.05
28.34
20.48
15.28
11.64
8.94
6.82
5.02
3.28
2.25
1.00
.32
0

total stable increment that accumulates by the end of 1.0 time units.
Substituting(18) into (22), we find that the probabilitythat no discontinuity greaterthanxo will have occurredin t time units is given by the
exponential distribution, with average rate of occurrence of discontinuities larger than xo equal to ka(C
(/xo)a:
'I~jxojc(t)] =

e-kdco/xo)at.

(27)

Thereforethe appearanceof discontinuitieslargerthanthe thresholdxo
is governed by a Poisson-drivenprocess.
We can also find the distributionof the size of these Poisson-driven
"important" discontinuities. From (22) we can easily show that the
probabilitythat the largest discontinuityin an intervalwith cumulative
standardscale c is smaller (in absolute value) than x, given that it is
larger than xo, is
e-kdc/x)a

1

-

-e-kdc/xo)a

(28)

e-kac/xo)a

This formulais complicatedby the possibility that there may be more
than one discontinuitygreater than xo in the interval. Note, however,
that every discontinuitygreaterthanxo is the only discontinuitylarger
thanxo, for some sufficientlyshort time interval.Therefore,in orderto
find the distributionof a single discontinuitylargerthanxo, we merely
take an interval so short that c, in accordance with (18), goes to zero.
Takingthis limit in (28) with the help of L'Hopital's rule, we find that
the distributionof single discontinuitieslarger than xo is given by the
simple formula
(29)
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forx greaterthanx0, and by zero for x less thanx0. This is a Pareto(not
to be confused with Paretian stable) distribution which, as is well
known, has expected value a xo/(a - 1).
The Normal Case
Figure5 shows a quasi-continuoustime stochastic process with normal
increments.Each of the 1,000incrementswas given a standardscale of
1/1,0001/2, so that the total standardscale at the end of the unit time
periodwould be unity. Note that for a normaldistributionthe standard

1.0

.~~~~.

*~~~~~~~~~~~
.-0

time

-1. 0

FIG. 5.-A normal process (a =2)
with small increments approximating
continuous time. After 1.0 time unit, the standard scale of the cumulative
increment is indicated by one unit on the vertical scale.
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scale c equals the standarddeviation o- divided by the squareroot of 2
(i.e., c2 is half the variance). A little over half, 52.04% to be more
precise, of the density lies within c units of the mean, so the standard
scale almost exactly equals the old-fashioned "probable error," or
semi-interquartilerange. We standardized figure 5 in terms of this
standard scale rather than in terms of the more familiar standard
deviation in order to make it readily comparablewith figures2 and 3.
Again, only every tenth point is actually plotted here.
Of the 1,000 increments making up this random walk, the three
largest were -0.156, 0.145, and -0.128, again at t = 0.941, 0.992, and
0.115. Thirty of the 1,000 increments were greater than 0.100, compared with 14 for the intermediate stable process and seven for the
Cauchyprocess. The incrementsdecline much more slowly in size; 87
are greater than 0.080, compared with 25 for the intermediatestable
and only nine for the Cauchy.
The EconomicAppeal of Stable Processes
Comparingfigures2, 3, and 5, we see that the intermediatestable and
Cauchyprocesses, in spite of their discontinuities,seem in some sense
to be more cohesive than the normal.Except at the big discontinuities,
the points stick together better than they do in the normal process,
which appears fuzzy. This is because of the way the increments accumulate, as indicatedalreadyin figure4. We see from this figurethat,
for multiples of the unit time interval, the smaller a is, the faster the
standardscale of the accumulatedincrementsgoes to infinity,so in that
sense the Cauchy and intermediatestables are more poorly behaved
than the normal. But the same "1/a" rule implies that when we consider shorterand shorterintervalsthey are actuallybetter behaved;the
smallera is, the faster the standardscale of the subincrementsgoes to
zero. This implies that as the length of a given time interval goes to
zero, the probabilityof a given size stable increment eventually becomes smaller than the probability of the same-sized normal increment. This is why the nonnormalprocesses seem-and actually are in
this objective sense-more cohesive. Furthermore,this cohesion is
actuallygreaterthe furtherfrom the normalcase we go. We are still left
with the discontinuities.But they are, for any given point, events with
probabilityzero. In spite of the large size of a few of them, they do not
interferewith cohesion, because of the rapiditywith which the distribution of the kth largest one converges on zero as k increases.
The discontinuities are actually appealingin their own right, for a
price series. We must consider first that transactions prices are not
really definedin continuoustime, since only a finitenumberof transactions take place in any time interval. Buying and selling offers, on the
other hand, do exist continuously in time, so by a "continuous time
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price series" we must mean a bid or an asked or a bid-asked-meanprice
offer series, ratherthan an actual transactionprice series.6 However,
these offers are, in fact, discontinuous.When an extremaloffer is taken
up, withdrawn, or supplanted by a better offer, the "price" of the
securityor commodityin question changes discontinuouslythe instant
the alterationoccurs. Most of these discontinuitiesare very small, but
then so are almost all of the discontinuitiesin a stable process. Occasionally some importantnews arrives, causing a largerdiscontinuity.
One of the foremost advocates of normal increment diffusion processes, Robert C. Merton, has pointed out in a recent paper(1976)that
the continuity of a pure diffusion process is actually one of its drawbacks. He suggests that financialmodels introduce discontinuitiesby
addingto a backgrounddiffusionprocess a Poisson-drivenprocess that
providesoccasional discontinuitiesat irregularintervals. We have two
reservationsabout this procedure. First, it does not provide the inherent cohesion of an intermediatestable process. And second, it requires
a much more complicated specification than does a pure Paretian
process. Merton's specification requires five parameters at the
minimum:a meandriftper unit time and a varianceper unit time for the
diffusion process, an average frequency for the Poisson process that
times the discontinuities, and finally a mean and variance for the
discontinuitiesthemselves. A continuous time stable process, on the
other hand, requires only three parameters:an average drift per unit
time, a standardscale at the end of a unit time interval,and a characteristic exponent. At the same time, it preserves the attractivepropertyof
Merton'scompoundhypothesis that there will, with probability1, be a
little bit of change during any positive time interval, no matter how
short.
If we were to set the threshholdx0 in equations (27) and (29) low
enough, we could approximatethe stable process arbitrarilyclosely as
just the sum of the "important"jumps greater than x0 which, as we
have demonstratedabove, can be regardedas constituting a special
case of the class of Poisson-drivenprocesses that Merton describes.
Note, however, that the frequencyof the stable-inducedjumps and the
shape of the distributionof these jumps are simultaneouslydetermined
by the underlying stable process, whence the greater economy of
parameters.
The Feasibility of Arbitrage

It is sometimes arguedthat the discontinuitiesand infinitevariancesof
a stable process rule out the practicalityof arbitrage,since it is actually
6. For the same reason, transactionprices are unsatisfactorywhen we need to establish simultaneousprices of differentsecurities, as, for example, to estimate the term
structureof the interest rates (see McCulloch 1971, pp. 20-21).
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impossible to buy and sell simultaneouslyin two markets. In practice
an arbitrageurascertains the price in one market, makes a transaction
in a second market,and then quicklyreturnsto the firstmarketto close
out his position. He is speculatinga little but nevertheless differs from
a true speculator in that he closes his position so quickly that he can
rely on his actual closing price in the first marketbeing "virtuallythe
same" as the price he originallyascertained.This argumentmaintains
that a continuous sample path (and therefore a normal process) is
necessary to make this operationpractical. In fact, however, no arbitrageur can act with infinite speed to take advantage of the actual
continuity of a normal process. The sort of problem that really confronts him is whether he can act fast enough so that the probabilityis
very high that the price in the first marketwill not have moved by more
than just a little bit. Because of the greater cohesion of stable processes, the speed necessary is actuallyless for a stable process thanfor
a normal process. Even though a normalprocess is everywhere continuous, there is no limit to how far the price can move in 30 seconds,
say. In fact, for most of the sizes of change that are ever likely to be
observed, a given-sized normalincrementwill have a higherprobability. It is only for exceedingly large (and rare) rates of change that the
stable assumptionpredictshigherprobabilities.But then there actually
are, in the real world, instants when news of war or assassination
reaches the tradingfloor, and prices move by 5% or 10%,if tradingis
not halted altogether (an infinite change in price!).7
Consider the stable and normalprocesses of figures 3 and 5. There
are roughly 1,000 business hours in a ?2-yearperiod, so we can consider the time unit as a "?l2-year"and each of the increments as an
"hour" of trading. Suppose that in this market the median absolute
price change to be anticipatedover 6 months is 10%one way or the
other. In the stable process, there was 1 hour in which the price moved
by 4.78%but only 14 hours in which it moved by more than 1.00%.In
the normal process the largest single hourly change was only 1.56%,
but there were 30 hours in which the price changed by more than
1.00%.There were only 13 hours in the entire 6-monthperiod in which
the normal price did not change by more than the stable price. The
"continuities" of the normalprocess are almost always larger, for all
practical purposes, than the discontinuities of the stable process. In
which market is it easier to perform arbitrage?Which seems more
realistic?
7. Mandlebrot(1963, p. 417) interpretsthe discontinuitiesas spontaneouschanges in
price that leave supply and demandbehind and cites them as justificationfor closing
marketswhen the pricechangesby morethana certainamount.I would, rather,interpret
them as discontinuousshifts in supplyand/ordemandthat take the price with it. Closing
the marketsimply aggravatesthe unpredictabilityof the terms on which the securityor
commoditycan be boughtand sold, since it means one cannot sell for any price above
zero or buy for any price below infinity.
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Log-StableProcesses
One of the most inconvenient implications of a stable process as a
model for movements in a speculative price is that if the logarithmof
the price has stable increments(a naturalassumptionto keep the price
fromever going negative), the expected value of the price itself at any
futuretime will be infinite. Its median and other fractiles will all exist
and be reasonable, but the expected value will not exist.
However, it has been known for centuriesthat a risky asset can have
an infiniteexpected value and still have a finite marketprice. In 1738
Daniel Bernoulli solved the most elementary type of "St. Petersburg
Paradox"by assuminglogarithmicutility. Diminishingmarginalutility
makes most of these paradoxes disappear, and in 1871 Carl Menger
provided economic grounds for believing that indeed marginalutility
does, as a rule, diminish.8In 1934, C. Menger'sson Karldemonstrated
that bounded utility is all that is necessary to rule out all conceivable
"Super-PetersburgParadoxes." That is, if utilityis bounded, any risky
asset with finite fractiles will have a finite certainty-equivalentprice.9
Any particularinfinite-expected-valueasset may have a finite price
even if utility is not bounded.
There is therefore no theoretical reason to reject log-stable price
movements on the grounds that they give infinite expected future
prices and expected rates of return. However, almost all of finance
theory, with only a few exceptions (e.g., Samuelson 1976),is based on
the assumption that variances and expected values of rates of return
are finite. If prices really do move in a log-stable manner,most of this
literatureis only of heuristic value, with little rigorousapplicabilityto
the real world. In particular,the global shape of the utilityfunctionmay
become relevant, instead of just its local properties.
Conclusion
While the purpose of this paper is to defend the plausibility of the
intermediatestable model in a continuous time framework,we are not
wed to the assumption that price changes really are intermediate
stable. As Press (1967) and Praetz (1972) have demonstratedin two
earlier papers in this Journal, mixtures of variables drawn from distributionshaving differentvariances can mimic the leptokurtosischaracteristic of intermediatestable distributionsand still have tractable
finite variances. Indeed, in my own earlierwork (1975, pp. 99-104), I
demonstratedthat, while unanticipatedchanges in interestrates pooled
over the interval1951-66 are significantlynonnormal(with estimates of
a in the range 1.34-1.47), when shorter time periods are considered
8. See McCulloch (1977) for a restatement and extension of C. Menger's theory.
9. See Samuelson (1977) for a survey of the St. Petersburg Paradox literature.
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separatelyand allowed to have differentvariances, the hypothesis that
changes are heteroskedasticallynormal cannot be rejected. The true
distributionof price changes remainsto be settled, as does the issue of
whether stable distributionsare adequate approximationsto distributions that are strongly leptokurtic, yet not actually stable, such as the
Student's distributionsuggested recently in this Journal by Blattberg
and Gonedes (1974). We are simply arguingthat stable distributions
should not be dismissed out of hand just because of their interesting
behavior in continuous time and when exponentiated.
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